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Activities

LUDI GAMES (Just for Fun)
Face Painting
Transform your face into a god or goddess with an exciting Latin-themed makeover!

Jumpy Jousting
Embody an ancient gladiator and fight your way to victory. You and an opponent go head to
head in a bouncy arena. Each person wields an inflatable lance, and tries to knock the other
player off their post.

Bubble Soccer
Kinda soccer, kinda bumper cars. Play a game of soccer, while wearing an inflatable bubble
on your upper body. Play with your team to pull a Caesar and crush your opponents.

Giant Games
Win raffle tickets for giant prizes with life-sized versions of Jenga, Connect 4, Checkers, and
Chess!

Kahoot
Want to compete against other JCLers? Join us for some low stakes trivia games using the
hit internet browser game Kahoot! Topics will include mythology, Percy Jackson, Harry
Potter, and more!

GooseChase
Download the free GooseChase app and embark on a digital scavenger hunt with your
fellow JCLers! A GooseChase is an online competition where players are given challenges
to take pictures or solve clues around the SI campus. Submissions for each challenge are
worth points, and whoever gets the most points will be crowned the winner!

Mythological Spelling Bee
Come spell your way to victory in the Mythology Spelling Bee! The Spelling Bee will have
topics from all of Ancient Greek and Roman mythology. Words will range from mythical
terms, people, places, and monsters.

Water Balloon Toss
Make a splash with a game of water balloon toss! Teams of two will toss a water balloon to
each other, and must catch it without popping the balloon. Last team with an intact balloon
wins!



TikTok Challenge
Film Tiktoks with members of the leadership team and earn raffle tickets.

Naumachia
Come build a popsicle stick tiny boat, test it in a tiny pool, and see if it tiny sails!

Mystery Event
It’s a mystery! Come and find out…

Roman Rap Battle
Become the next level Catullus and rap like a modern day Roman!

Rota
Assert your dominance over the board in quick games of Roman
tic tac toe!

Raffle
Enter your tickets into our raffle for a chance to win huge prizes!

Chalk Drawings
Grab some chalk and scribble out masterpieces!

Perler Beads
Create breathtaking mosaics using small beads! Place beads in a pattern and iron it
down to fuse it into a work of art.

Impromptu Arts
Come to Impromptu Arts to make an art piece! Tissue paper,
tools, and materials will be supplied.

Letter Writing
Put a smile on someone’s face by writing a letter to the elderly
living at St. Anne’s in San Francisco.

Pin the Dagger on the Caesar
Mark Antony would approve! The person who gets closest to his
heart wins raffle tickets.

Running For State Office
Interested in running for state board? Join our CAJCL 1st V.P.
Louise Morr to learn all about the process!



OLYMPIKA (Official Athletic Contests)

Ultimate Frisbee
Football, but with a frisbee! Throw a frisbee to your teammates and try to score a goal while
trying to keep the frisbee away from the other team. It will be ludi-crous!

Basketball
It’s not March but it’s gonna be madness! Compete with your teammates to defeat the
other team in a thrilling game of basketball!

Kickball
Battle for glory in a competitive kickball tournament. A mix of soccer and baseball, kick a
ball and run the bases to score for your team and kick your way to glory!

Capture the Flag
Two teams will compete to capture the opponents’ aquila while protecting their own.
When you cross the Rubicon into the other team’s territory, don’t get tagged! The first
team to successfully capture the aquila wins.

ACADEMICS
Open Certamen
Join us for a beginner-friendly trivia tournament, testing your knowledge on Latin
grammar, mythology, daily life, and history. Buzz in to rack up points for your team!

Academic Testing
Take the chance to prove your knowledge of the classics in at least one, if not two, of
the available academic tests.

Colloquia
Come and listen to presentations by the best the Classical field has to offer. Expand
your classical world with engaging topics. Specifics to come!


